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A METHOD FOR APPROXIMATING EQUIVALENT CORROSION TIME 
R O M EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
In many development tests i t becomes necessary to operate at conditions which can st i l l be 
considered transient. Comparisons between tests at different test conditions resulting from 
modifications become di f f icu l t to interpret. 
A FORTRAN program was written for a method of comparing equivalent corrosion time at a 
particular temperature level based on transient experimental temperature versus time data. 
Assuming a rate reaction of graphite removal in the form of 
dm/dt - - C^ e"^^*^^ 
where 
E = act ivat ion energy 
R = gas constant 
T = temperature 
t = time 
m = mass 
a test of duration from t = 0 to t = to would produce 
Mo 0 
wi here 
T - f(t) 




r -E/RTr , _/ . f ^ "E/RT ,, 
C, e • tr =/ d m = C, e dt 




E/RTr I -E/RT .^  
tr = e e • dt 
or 
' ° E , 1 1 
tr - dt • e 
0 
where the reference temperature Is Tr and the measured temperature is T. 
From graphite corrosion measurements, the best value at present of E/R = B Is: 
30,000 cal/mole . i5^ioo°K = 27,200°R 
1 .987ca l /mo le °K 
Therefore, the last equation can be rewritten in dimensionless form as 
f 27,200 J- - 1 
t r / t o= / d ( t / t o ) - e I " - i ; 
where 
7^  - t/to 
and if 
2 
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Y = e27'200 ( ^ - j) 
1 
r 
tr/to - : Y dTJ = Y / d7j = Y 
Using Simpsons rule (Parabolic Rule) for an even number (2n) of spaces In the interval of 
7? = 0 and 7^ = 1 yields the approximation to the integration as 
_ Y + 4 Y , + 2 Y „ + 4 Y ^ 2 Y „ « + 4 Y „ , + Y 
t r / to = Y = o 1 2 3 2n-2 2n - l 2n 6n 
Hence, n can be any convenient integer to Insure that an even number of spaces 2n exist 
between 77 = 0 and 7? = 1. The equivalent time tr at reference temperature Tr Is then 
exactly equal to 
tr = Y to 
where to is the actual test time. 
DESCRIPTION O F INPUT DATA 
The fol lowing steps must be followed when inputting data: 
1. Experimental temperature readings must be taken at equal time intervals, 
where the number of temperature readings must be odd. 
2. The first card for each test series contains the fol lowing: 
Tn = Test number Cols. 1-12 
R = Number of temperature readings (always odd) Cols. 13-24 
Time = Actual time of test period (min.) Cols. 25-36 
Ref = Reference temperature ( R) Cols. 37-48 
3 
3. The next series of cards contain one temperature ( R) 
reading per card. Cols. 1-12 
There must be R cards In each series. 
4. Test number input format Is an A f ie ld. A l l other input 
values must contain a decimal point. 
OUTPUT DATA 
The program was written to print out the fol lowing information: 
Actual test time (min.) 
Equivalent corrosion time (min.) 
Given reference temperature ( R) 
List of Input temperatures ( R) 
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1406 ( ^ Westinghouse Electric Corporation CODING FORM FOR IBM TYPE 7090 COMPUTER FORTRAN-FAP 
^n/npu TNPUT 
•i STAT. NO. tt 
SYMBOL 1 
1 2 3 4 5 
/ O 
^ 1 oo • 
270 o-
300O • 
























8 S 10 11 12 13 14 
/ / 
ADDRESS, TAG, DECREMENT | REMARKS 
15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 
• d v5". (3 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 
1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 





1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 
1 1 1 
1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
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73 74 75 
SEQ. NO. 
76 77 78 79 80 
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